Hierarchical parameter estimation of GRN based on topological analysis.
Reverse engineering of gene regulatory network (GRN) is an important and challenging task in systems biology. Existing parameter estimation approaches that compute model parameters with the same importance are usually computationally expensive or infeasible, especially in dealing with complex biological networks.In order to improve the efficiency of computational modeling, the paper applies a hierarchical estimation methodology in computational modeling of GRN based on topological analysis. This paper divides nodes in a network into various priority levels using the graph-based measure and genetic algorithm. The nodes in the first level, that correspond to root strongly connected components(SCC) in the digraph of GRN, are given top priority in parameter estimation. The estimated parameters of vertices in the previous priority level ARE used to infer the parameters for nodes in the next priority level. The proposed hierarchical estimation methodology obtains lower error indexes while consuming less computational resources compared with single estimation methodology. Experimental outcomes with insilico networks and a realistic network show that gene networks are decomposed into no more than four levels, which is consistent with the properties of inherent modularity for GRN. In addition, the proposed hierarchical parameter estimation achieves a balance between computational efficiency and accuracy.